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The Board Judicial Committee ("BJC") now provides its reasons for its

decision released on 27'' June 2012

DECISION OF THE BOARD JUDICIAL COMMITTEE

2 Christopher Hitch ("the Player") aged 23, was born in the Philippines, where

he lived until he was five years old, when he moved to Australia. When he

attended secondary school he played rugby. Following his schooling, he



continued playing Club Rugby as an amateur and forthe Philippines National

15 and 7 a side teams known as the "Philippines Volcanoes" ("the

Volcanoes"). The Player participated in the Asian Rugby Football Union's 5
Nations Tournament in 2011 and 2012 and the Sevens Series in 2010 and

2011. He represented the Philippines in the HSBC Sevens World Series

Tournament played in Hong Kong between 23"' and 25'' March 2012 ("the
Tournament").

3. During April 2011 the Player commenced taking a Dietary Supplement

branded as "Mesomoiph" which he purchased from a health food shop in

Newcastle, Australia. The Player stated he used the supplement on an

intermittent basis because he suffered from tiredness arising from the

demands of his occupations as a scaffolder, delivering furniture and

appliances, and his intense fitness and training schedules. Because he felt

"very tired', he took the recommended dose of the supplement in lieu of

"NODoz" (a caffeine tablet) which the Team Physiotherapist (Mr Raper)

distributed to players prior to matches and prior to the Philippines first match

of the Tournament, against Canada on 23" March 2012.

4. Following this match the Player provided a urine sample (Code Number

2693335) during the In-Competition Test conducted on behalf of the IRB.

When the Player provided the sample he failed to declare he had taken a

supplement prior to the match. Subsequently, the sample returned an

Adverse Analytical Finding forthe substance Methylhexaneamine ("MHA").

5. MHA is classified as a Specified Stimulant under s. 6 of the World Anti-

Doping Agency's ONADA) 2012 List of Prohibited Substances and Methods.

It is a specified substance and is prohibited for use In-Competition. The

WADA Prohibited List was incorporated into the Tournament's Anti-Doping

Programme (TADP). The TADP was based upon IRB Regulation 21. The

Player accepted he had not applied for a therapeutic exemption allowing him
to use the substance.

6. Following receipt of the analysis of the A sample, and after a preliminary

review conducted in accordance with Clause 20.1 (which confirmed an anti-

doping rule violation may have been committed), the Player was notified of

his Adverse Analytical Finding and was provisionally suspended on 17'' April
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2012. Subsequently the Player indicated he did not require the "B" sample

to be analysed and admitted the anti-doping rule violation which he attributed

to his ingestion of the supplement.

7. The Player accepted he had signed the Team Member Consent Form prior

to the commencement of the Tournament, on 21'' March 2012. The Consent

Form was attached to the Participation Agreement which included provisions

relating to the Tournament's Anti-Doping Programme. The Player

acknowledged he was bound by the Anti-Doping Programme and had the

opportunity to read and understand the Terms of Participation for the

Tournament. The Player also acknowledged he had signed similar Player

Consent Forms in relation to the Asian Rugby Football Union's 5 Nations

Tournament in 2011 and 2012 and the Asian Seven's Series in 2010 and

2011.

The Tournament Anti-Do in Pro rainme - IRB Re ulation 21

8. The TADP, which is based upon the IRB Anti-Doping Regulations,

prescribes the framework under which all players can be subjected to Doping

Control and the procedures for any alleged infringements of the

Programmes. The Regulations (and the TADP) also adoptthe mandatory

provisions of the World Anti-Doping Code ("the Code")'.

9. Both the TADP, Regulations and Code are based on the principles of

personal responsibility and strict liability for the presence of Prohibited
Substances orthe use of Prohibited Methods.

I O. Pursuant to Clause 2.1' of the TADP the "presence of a Prohibited

Substance or its Metabolites or Markers in a Player's Sample" constitutes an

anti-doping rule violation. It provides:

'The presence of a Prohibited Substance or I'ts Metabo/ites or
Markers in a Player^ Sample constitutes an anti-doPI'rig rule violation.
A violation does not require intent, fault, negligence or knowing use
Ias defined in the TADPlon the part of the Player'I

I I . In relation to the principle of personal responsibility Clause 6' provides:

The WADA Code can be found on the WADA website at http://WWW. wada-ama. org/documents/world anti-
doping_program/WADP-The-GodelWADA Anti-Doping_CODE 2009 EN. pdf

The equivalent of IRB Regulation 212.1
The equivalent of IRB Regulation 21.6
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6. 7 It is each Player^ responsibility to ensure that. '
(a) no Prohibited Substance is found to be present in hi^

bodyand that Prohibited Methods are not used;
(b) he does not commit anyother anti-doping rule violation, '
(0)
(d) he informs Player Support Personnel, including, but not

I^^ited to, their doctors of their obligation not to use
Prohibited Substances and Prohibited Methods and to
take responsibility to ensure that any medical treatment
received by them does not violate any of the provisions of
the Regulations.

It is the sole responsibility of each Player, Player Support
Personnel and Person to acquaintthemselves and comply with
all of the provisions of these Anti-DoPI'rig Regulations including
the Guidelines. "

6.3

Mesomor h. MHA

I 2. Photographs (which were produced and are attached as Appendix I) of the

labelling of the product, lists "Gerainium (siC) o11 extract' as an ingredient.

I 3. Prior to the Tournament the Philippines' Rugby Union ("PRU") had been sent

copies of the IRB Anti-Doping 2012 Handbook, the contents of which the

Coach (Mr Mejia) briefly discussed with the players prior to the Tournament.

Unfortunately, although the players were advised they could peruse the

handbook ifthey wished, the Coach did not discuss specific substances with

the Team nor were copies of the handbook distributed to them. The

handbook includes relevant information in relation to dietary supplements

and MHA, and clearly warns players aboutthe need for caution regarding the

use of any dietary supplements. The relevant pages of the handbook are

attached (Appendix 2) and it will be noted that "geranium, geranium oil or

geranium root extract' appear as alternative variants/names for MHA.

I 4. For reasons which will become clear, during the period the Player was taking

Mesomorph neither he nor Mr Raper (with whom in June 2011 the Player

discussed the supplement) made the connection between the ingredient

geranium oil extract and MHA. Consequently, the Player continued using

the supplement unaware of the fact it contained the banned substance MHA.

I 5. Further, in August 2011 the IRB proactiveIy sent all Member Unions

(including the PRFU) further specific information in relation to supplement

use and MHA which it appears also was not drawn to the Player's attention.
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Anti-Do in Violation Established

I 6. Pursuant to Clause 3.1' of the TADP, the Board has the burden of

establishing an anti-doping rule violation to the comfortable satisfaction of

the BJC. As indicated, it is common ground the Player took the supplement

"Mesomorph", which contained the banned substance MHA. Thus, he

accepted and did not challenge the analytical findings of the laboratory.

Accordingly, the BJC finds the Board has established to the required

standard the anti-doping rule violation; that is the presence of the Prohibited

Substance Methylhexaneamine in the Player's bodily sample.

Sanction - Re ulato

I 7. The IRB's regulatory framework stipulates that in imposing the appropriate

sanction the BJC is required to apply the relevant provisions of Clause 22

(which are based on the World Anti-Doping Code). The period of In eligibility

for a Prohibited Substance for a first time offence is two years pursuant to

Clause 22.1 (IRB Regulation 21,221).

Framework

I 8. As noted, MHA is a Specified Substance. The relevant provision is Clause

22.3 (IRB Regulation 21,223) which provides:

'Elimination or Reduction of the Period of Ineligibility for
Specified Substances under Specific Circumstances

22.3 Where a Player or other Person can establish how a Specified
Substance entered his body or came into his possession and that
such Specified Substance was notihtended to enhance the Player153
sport performance or mask the Use of a performance-enhancing
substance, the period of Ineligibility found in Regulation 27.22.7 shall
be replaced with the Ib"owing:

Firstvio/ation: At a minimum, a reprimand and no period of
mengibiMy, and at a maximum, two years,

To justify any elimination or reduction from the maximum period of
mengibility set out above, the Player or other person must produce
corroboratihg evidence in add^^ion to his word whibh establishes to
the comfortable satisf;actibn of the Judicial Committee the absence of
intent to enhance sport performance or mask the Use of a
performance enhancing substance. The Player's or other Person^
degree of fault shall be the criterion considered in assessing any
reduction of the period of/ne/icybility. "

The equivalent of IRB Regulation 21.31
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I 9. It follows that in order to satisfy Clause 22.3 the Player is required:

. On the balance of probabilities to establish how the MHA entered his

body; and

. To establish to the comfortable satisfaction of the BJC that his Use of

the specified substance MHA was not intended to enhance his sport

performance or mask the Use of a performance-enhancing substance'.

To justify any reduction or elimination of the sanction the Player must

produce corroborating evidence in addition to his word of the absence of

intent to enhance sports performance or mask the Use of a performance

enhancing substance.

20. There was no suggestion in this case of an intention to mask the use of a

performance enhancing substance and thus, that aspect requires no further
consideration.

2 I . If the foregoing pre-conditions are satisfied the Player's degree of fault is the

criterion for assessing any reduction of the period of In eligibility.

22. There have been conflicting previous cases which have discussed the

meaning of the words "absence of intent to enhance sport performance".
The decisions of WADA V Federation Internationale de Volle ball

Berrios (Court of Arbitration for Sport ("CAS") 20/01A/2229) and Union
C cliste Internationale

approach adopted in OliveIra v United States Anti-Do in

20/01A/2107) "that an athlete only needs to prove that he/she did not take

the ^g^g^ with an intentto enhance sport performance. The

athlete does not need to prove that he/she did nottake ^91!!^_t. .. with

the intent to enhance sport performance. " On the other hand in a decision of

another CAS panel, namely Fo

"UCl"

3 May 2011) the panel found the athlete was required to prove "that the

ingestion of the product which contained the specified substance was not

intended to enhance sportperformance"(para 46).

v KOIobnev (CAS 20/11A/2645) approve the

The nature of the burdens the Player must satisfy are set out in the Comments to Article 10.4 of the WADC which
is available at WWW. wada-ama. or

combination mightlead a hearing panel to be comfortably satisfied of no-performanceenhancing intent, for example
"the factthatthe nature of the Spechic Substance or the timing of its ingestion would not have been beneficial to the
Athlete, 'the Athlete^ open Use or disclosure of his or her Use of the Spechied Substance, ' and a contemporaneous
medical records file substantiating the non sport-related prescrfy)tion for the Specffied Substance ..."

o v National Ru b Lea ue (CAS A2/2011,

"F1VB"

A enc (CAS

&

The Comments also elaborate upon the type of circumstances which in
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23. On 27'' January 2012 an IRB Post Hearing Review Body in a decision (IRB v
^,.!!. rr^.)!') concluded the Oliveira approach should be adopted, that is,
consideration of the Player's intention to enhance performance should be by

reference to the specified substance itself, rather than the supplement which

contained the specified substance (refer pares 46 at seq).

24. Following these decisions on 2" May 2012 the UK Association Regulatory
Commission in its decision' rejected the approach in the Oliveira and M. L!. rr^)!
cases, noting the latter decision did not refer to relevant passages from the

decision in Ul<AD V Doo1er, 24 November 2011 and the "Ihfelici'tousIy

expressed paragraph 67(a) was open to two interpretations".

25. For completeness, reference should also be made to the first draft of the

revised WADA 2009 Code dated 11 June 2012 distributed to its stakeholders

for comment. In relation to Article 104.1 which per se has not been the

subject of any proposed significant amendments and is the equivalent of IRB

Reg 21,223 the additional comment is made:

Toomment to Article 70.4.7. ' Contrary to the GAS decision in
OliveIra v. USADA, GAS 20/01;4/2707, where an Athlete or other
Person Uses or Possesses a product to enhance sport
performance, then, regardless of whether the Athlete or other
Person knew that the product contained a Prohibited Substance,
Article 704.7 does not apply. l

26. There has also been discussion in previous cases as to what constitutes

corroboration forthe purposes of Reg 22.3. Indeed, significantly the revised

WADA first draft replaces the need forthe person to produce corroborating

evidence with the requirement the person must produce "oredible" evidence

of an absence of intent to enhance sport performance. The BJC agrees with

this approach. Clearly if it is eventually adopted by WADA, the assessment

of the supporting evidence will become a more straightforward exercise as it

will not be necessary to determine whether the supporting evidence

technicalIy can amount to corroboration. The credibility of the supporting
evidence will be the sole focus.

imp://WWW. keeprugbyclean. coin/downloads/cases/581J-'20/27-GM-Murra/f020PHR%200ecision. pdf
The Football Association v Mark Marshall
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27. As both Counsel noted, the BJC's comments in IRB V Chvihivivadze' allow

findings of corroboration in the "overall context' of the circumstances of a

case. At para 28, the BJC stated:

'7n this case, counselfor the Board conceded that I^, ctors which it
would be open to us to consider would include the amount of
Carboxy-THC found in the Playerts system and the proximity of the
Player^ stated consumption to the date of testihg. In our view,
however, a tribunal can also consider the overall context of the
events related by the Player in assessing whether there is
corroborating evidence of the Player!$3 account. Corroboratihg
evi'dence does not have to be evidence of what was Ih the Player^
head at the time (such evidence will rarely, if ever, exist), but is
evidence of other surrounding circumstances that are consistent
with, orsupportive of whatthe Playersays his intent was "

28. As an alternative to Clause 22.3 pursuant to Clauses 22.4 and 22.5 (IRB
Regulations 22,224 and 21,225), players may also rely on the exceptional

circumstances of these provisions to have the period of Ineligibility

eliminated or reduced by up to one-half of the period of Ineligibility. In this
case, the maximum reduction potentially available to the Player is a period of
one year.

29. Finally, in addition to the explanatory material that has been distributed by
the IRB, Clauses 6.4 and 6.5 (IRB Regulations 21.64 and 21.65) of the
Programme provide a clear warning to players in relation to the use of

nutritional supplements and his/her personal responsibility to ensure he/she
does not commit anti-doping violations.

"Nutritional Supplements
6.4 The use of nutritional supplements by Players is a risk as in many
countries regulations either do not exist or are limited in nature in
relation to the manufacturing and labelling of supplements. This may
lead to a supplement containing an undec/ared substance that is
prohibited under the Programme. Nutritional supplements may not be
regulated or could be contaminated or suffer from cross
contamination or may not have all the ingredients listed on the
product label. Players are advised to exercise extreme caution
regard^^g the use of nutritional supplements.

6.5 Many of the substances in the Prohibited List may appear either
alone or as part of a mixture within medications or supp/ements which
may be available with or without a doctor's prescrij?tion. Any Player
who is concerned about the appropriateness of treatment being
administered to him, or medications or supplements being ingested
by him, should seek clarification from his doctor or other relevant
authority as to whether such treatment is or such medibations or

WWW. keeprugbyclean. combownloads/cases/3/1/09602-gin-chvihivivadze 8981. pdf
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The PIa er's Case

supplements are prohibited. For the avoidance of doubt nothing
hereiri shall displace the PlayerIs responsibility to ensure he does not
commit an anti-doping rule violation. "

30. Counsel provided detailed written submissions on behalf of the Player. They

have been fully considered by the BJC but without wishing to convey any
disrespect to Counselforthe obvious care they have taken in preparing their
submissions, for convenience we summarise some of the matters referred

to.

3 I . Counsel submitted the player had established the ingredients of Clause 22.3

to the requisite standard (comfortably satisfied) and the Player's degree of

fault was ultimately the issue which required determination. In this regard, it
was submitted the ingestion of the supplement by the Player established

how the MHA entered his body and further in relation to the Oliveira

(confirmed in 11. !^r^){) principle, the Player was unaware he had consumed a

specified substance (ie. MHA) and therefore did not intend to use it to

enhance performance. In relation to corroboration Counselreferred to the

Player's and the Team Physiotherapist's lack of knowledge the supplement

contained MHA or any other Prohibited Substance. Further, the supplement
was only taken on 23" March 2012 to alleviate fatigue; not to enhance
performance.

32. In relation to the Player's degree of fault, Counsel pointed to a number of

factors, including:

. The Player's "rudimentary' knowledge of anti-doping requirements, and

the failure of the PRFU to implement a comprehensive anti-doping
programme which ensured the players were properly educated as to the

dangers of taking chemical substances and dietary supplements.

. The Team Member Consent Form (which was attached to the

Participation Agreement for the Tournament thereby acknowledging the
IRB's anti-doping programme) was given to the Player without him

having the opportunity of fully reading the documents prior to signing.

. The only person available for consultation by the Player was the Team
Physiotherapist. There was not a Team Physician.

. The Player commenced taking the Mesomorph after it

recommended to him by colleagues at the gym where he trained. He

9
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only took it intermittently when he was tired and did not know it contained

a banned substance.

The Player did not read the Mesomorph productlabel but approximately
two months after he had commenced taking the supplement he consulted

the "only available sports-related health practitioner", namely the Team

Physiotherapist, to ensure the supplement did not contain a prohibited

substance. Mr Raperresearched the supplement's name Mesomorph

and list of ingredients for MHA on the Australian Sports Anti-Doping
Authority (AsADA) website and concluded none of the ingredients of the

supplement were listed. Unfortunately the Player relied on this advice,

which he did not appreciate was fundamentally flawed.

The Player's failure to provide accurate information to the Doping Control
Officer (DCO) was explained on the basis he was questioned in relation

to his ^!^.!!)! medications or supplements. Because he used the

supplement on an irregular basis (ie. not every day) he only mentioned

he had taken Zinc and Magnesium. Further, the Player's failure to

disclose he had taken the supplement that day was as a result of feeling
"nervous" (he did not want to be at the test) and "confusion" on his part.

The Player's lack of medical and scientific knowledge. He did not

appreciate he should consult a Physician, rather than the insufficiently

qualified Team Physiotherapist, in relation to a potential anti-doping

matter. Further had he made his own enquiries it was likely he still may

not have been alerted the supplement contained a banned substance.

.

.

.

33. In summary the Player accepted it was his fundamental obligation "to do
everything in his power to avoid ingesting a prohibited substance" but it was

submitted the Player's degree of fault was "at the very lowest end of the

scale, and that an official reprimand coupled with the period of mengibiMyhe

has already served since 77 April 2072 and the knowledge that any future
anti-doping violation will carry the more severe consequences of a second

violation (under Clause 22.70) is sufficient sanction".

The IRB Submissions

34. Counselforthe IRB also provided to the BJC detailed written submissions

which again have been fully considered by the BJC. Again for convenience

we will only summarise some of Counsel's comprehensive submissions.
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35. In relation to the ingredients of Clause 22.3, Counselindicated the IRB would

abide by the decision of the BJC as to whether these had been established.

36. In relation to the Player's degree of fault, the IRB pointed to a number of

features of the violation which indicated there was a "high degree offault and

at the top end of the scale of recent/RB cases". In this regard reference was
made to:

(a) IRB

16 September 2011

In eligibility)';

I^!_^^){(IRB Post-Hearing Review Body, 27 January 2012 -

Methylhexaneamine, twelve months'In eligibility).

(b)

V

37.

Gurusin he,

Mr Rutherford also referred to other cases involving MHA and compareble

specified substances namely Oliveira (Oxilofrine - 15 months ineligibility),

Egggg (MHA - 6 months ineligibility), M. !!rr^! (MHA - 12 months ineligibility)

Swamathilake

WADA V F1VB & Berrios(supra), ^g^^!!19 (National Anti-

Doping Panel, 10 January 2011

Methylhexaneamine,

Ineligibility), The Football Association

Commission, 28 May 2011 - Bendroflumethiazide, six months' Ineligibility);
and KOIobnev su ra - h drochlorothiazide re rimand.

and

38.

Kumara

Counsel noted the sanctions imposed in those cases were determined on

the facts of each case. He distin uished the KOIobnev case on the basis of

(IRB BJC,

months'

findings by CAS the Russian cyclist had consumed a product with no

connection to sport performance on the recommendations of his Doctor and

Team Doctor to treat a long-standing vascular disease and thus there was a

low degree of faultO.

nine

39.

Methlyhexaneamine,

Counsel also referred to WADA's comment in relation to any reduction of

sanction for the taking of specified substances "... the period of mengibility
will be eliminated entirely in only the most exceptional cases"".

"FA" v Tour6 (FA Regulatory

http://WWW. keeprugbyclean. combownloads/cases/531J-1109/6-GM-Sri%20Lanka%20Players%200ecision. pdf
Refer commentary article 10.4 which is the same as Clause 22.3 of the Programme and IRB Regulation 21.22.3
Refer commentary article 10.4.

SIX months'
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40. In spite of admitted awareness of the inherent risk of supplements containing

banned substances, and the Player being warned by Team Management

about the dangers of taking supplements, Mr Rutherford submitted the

Player with "minimal' effort either via Google or checking with his own Doctor

or a sports Doctor and other research could have ascertained "Mesomorph"

contained a prohibited substance. Counsel was critical of the Player's failure

to read materials (including forms relating to the anti-doping programme for

the Tournament).

41 . Counsel was also critical of the Player while playing Club Rugby in Australia

at not checking the product was permitted. Indeed, it was submitted the

Player only took steps to check the product did not contain a banned

substance when he knew he would be tested following his selection to

participate in International Rugby.

42. It was also submitted, that in spite of the Team Coach discussing the IRB

Anti-Doping Handbook at a meeting prior to the Tournament, the Player still

failed to conduct any research of his own and take any precautions in

relation to the Mesomorph. Further, this was against the background of

Mr Raper acknowledging because he is not medically qualified, he was only

able to give qualified advice in relation to the supplement.

43. Finally, Counsel referred to what he characterised as an "aggravating factor'

in the inherent contradiction in the Player's evidence in that on the one hand

his denial of knowledge using the supplement could pose an anti-doping risk

but on the other hand he considered he needed to consult Mr Raper.

TADP Clause 22.3 Findin s

44. As previously indicated in its decision dated 27'' June 2012, the BJC was

satisfied the three pre-conditions for the application of Clause 22.3 of the
TADP have been established.

45. In relation to the debate as to how the words "absence of intent to enhance

sport performance" should be construed, the BJC considered the views of

various panels/committees and concurred with the comments of the

Commission in Football v Marshall"it is not a sterile debate (only) of

academic interest'. Clearly, the conflict will need to be resolved and it is
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encouraging that WADA in its revised first draft of the 2009 Code has

attempted to address the problem, although it is still debatable whether the

proposed additional comment(refer pare 25 supra) achieves this.

46. Putting aside the question whether the BJC is bound by the decision of the

IRB Post-Hearing Review Body in I^.!JCL^, and approaching the matter on

the basis of the least favourable interpretation to the Player(ie. the approach

adopted in Egggg) we acceptthe Player's own word that he did not know the

product Mesomorph contained a specified substance (in particular MHA) and

thus, it was not taken with the intention of enhancing sport performance, but
because of its restorative effect to overcome tiredness.

47. Moreover, the IRB (through Counsel) did not suggest at any stage of the

proceeding that Oliveira or ^^. g. rr^)! were incorrectly decided and should not

be followed. Hence, there would be an element of unfairness if the BJC

departed from what was essentially an agreed position of the parties at the

hearing. Accordingly, for these reasons the BJC in this decision does not

consider it necessary to comment further on the debate as to the approach

which should be adopted. Clearly, it is an issue WADA will need to address

in a definitive fashion during its current review of the Code.

48. In relation to the issue of corroboration, the BJC was comfortably satisfied

there was sufficient evidence which corroborated the Player's assertion he

did not intend to take the supplement for the purpose of enhancing sport

performance. Essentially there were two sources of this evidence. Firstly
there is corroboration in the "overall context' of the demanding physical

requirements of the Player's employment causing him to feeltired and his

need to use the Mesomorph to overcome this problem. Secondly, his

evidence is corroborated by Mr Raper who confirmed in June 2011 during
the Asian 5 Nations Championship the Player sought advice about the

product he was using to overcome tiredness.

Assessment of De ree of Fault ifan

49. Not surprising Iy, as mentioned Counsel in relation to the degree of fault on

the Player's part respectively suggested sanctions which were almost at the

opposite ends of the scale for anti-doping infractions involving MHA.

Counselforthe Player urged the BJC to acceptthe proposition the Player's
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conduct was at the "very lowest end of the scale" and a reprimand together
with a period of ineligibility since the 17'' April 2012 would constitute a
sufficient sanction. On the other hand, Counsel for the IRB submitted

because of the Player's "high degree offault the sanction should be at the

top end of the scale of recent/RB cases" eg. Gurusin he, Swamithilake and

Kumara (supra) - 9 months in eligibility - 11!!EC^\{ - 12 months ineligibility. It
is noted the range of sanctions imposed in the cases previously referred to

extend from a 15 month period of suspension to a reprimand and warning.
The BJC is cognisant of the need for consistency in the sanctioning process.
However, although reference to previous cases can be of assistance

ultimately each case must depend on an evaluation of the evidence

presented in that particular case.

50. This is another case where a Player has attempted to "outsource" his

personal responsibility of satisfying himself the supplement did not contain a

prohibited substance. As has been made clear in several cases (see
Paterson" and Pronenko" for more

imperative of the IRB's Anti-Doping Programme is players have the personal

responsibility of ensuring they do not use medication and supplements which

contain prohibited substances. They cannot simply leave it to others;in this

case the Team Physiotherapist who by his own admission accepted he was

not fully equipped to provide the Player with completely authoritative advice.

As was stated in the case of Wallander, cited in Duckworth su re :

'Any athlete who takes a supplement without first taking advice
from a

control laces herself at real risk of committing a rule violation.
Onlyin the most exceptional cases could such an athlete expectto
escape a substantial sanction if a Prohibited Substance is then

recent examples) the fundamental

51 .

ua/fled medical

detected. "

Clearly with the benefit of hindsight the Player in this case should have

obtained qualified medical advice and accordingly we are not satisfied this is

an "exceptional' case whereby he should escape a sanction involving
suspension. In our view, the issue requiring determination is the extent of

the period of in eligibility.

fact^noner with ex ertise in do in

WWW. keeprugbyclean. combownloads/cases/57/1RB%20v%20Paterson%200ecision. pdf
WWW. keeprugbyclean. combownloads/cases/561Y14123659-Pronenko. pdf

(emphasis added)
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52. In exercising his responsibilities in relation to anti-doping the Player acted in
what can only be described as a casual, if not cavalier, fashion in his use of

a questionable supplement. He is a reasonably experienced Club and

International Rugby Player. He was ill-informed on anti-doping matters but
generally he was aware of the perils of using banned substances and in

declining the team issue of "NODoz" at the Tournament it can be inferred he

was aware of the stimulant effect of Mesomorph.

53. Further, it is of concern the Player initially decided to use the supplement on

the basis of the advice of his colleagues at the gym and without conducting
any research himself. The advice of Mr Raper was only sought when he was

about to participate in International Rugby. Ultimately, once again he
abdicated his personal responsibility of conducting his own research and left

it entirely to Mr Raper's cursory Internet search which failed to ascertain the

supplement contained a prohibited substance.

54. Importantly, he had access to anti-doping information which he chose not to

use. As mentioned prior to the Tournament, the Team was made aware of

the IRB Anti-Doping Handbook. A brief summary of its contents was

provided by the Coach and players were advised they could peruse his copy.
The Handbook contains very clear warnings about Dietary Supplements
including:

'The princly?/e of personal responsibility cannot be abdibated
because of the actions of coaches ormedica/advisers oranyother
person associated with the Playerts Union or Team. The factthat
supplements may be provided by a Playerts Club, Urn'on, or other
Rugby Body, will not absolve the Player of his orherresponsibi/ity
for the consequences ifthe use of such supplements resultin an
anti-doping rule violatibn. This will be the case even ifthere was
no reason to suspectthatthe supplement contained a prohibited
substance. "

55. In spite of the factthe Player was using a supplement he did not consultthe

Handbook and further overlooked the warnings on the supplement's label

including the direction "as with any supplement check with your 1211/4^o
prior to use" (emphasis added). Clearly, therefore, the Player failed to take

his personal responsibility to anti-doping in rugby seriously.

56. In addition, we found the Player's explanations with regard to his failure to

include Mesomorph in the declaration of medication and supplements on the
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Anti-Doping Form less than convincing. In spite of his Senior Counsel's

searching cross-examination and submissions, we are satisfied the Doping

Control Officer (MrBarranco) did not indicate to the Player only daily
medication or supplements should be included (as was suggested). This

assertion is contrary to the established protocol which is printed on the form

requiring a declaration of medication and/or supplements taken during the

last seven days. Given, Mr Barrenco's experience and evidence we do not

accept he departed from the usual process when he questioned the Player.

The Player declared he had taken zinc and magnesium tablets and thus, it

could be inferred the Player attempted to "cover up" his use of Mesomorph

which he had taken that day. This called into question the veracity of his

evidence that he was unaware the supplement contained a banned

substance. However, we acceptthere is a less sinister inference. We

accept the Player's evidence he was nervous at the time of the test. He

reluctantly attended the testing facility and forthose reasons may have been

mistaken or confused as to the nature of the questions that were put to him.

Given the inferences are of approximate equal weight, we are prepared to

acceptthe latter which is more favourable to the Player.

57. We acceptthere are extenuating or mitigating factors which can be properly
taken into account in assessing the Player's degree of fault. As mentioned,

the IRB provided the PRFU with educational and other material, some of

which specifically referred to the dangers of supplement use and MHA.

Regrettably, in spite of this, the Union failed to ensure its players received

sufficient anti-doping education (including distributing copies of the IRB

Handbook to members of the Team) so they were fully informed aboutthe

dangers of using medications or supplements which may contain prohibited

substances. Further, the Union failed to provide a properly qualified health

professional from whom players could seek advice on anti-doping matters.

Also, we accept the Player received no education in relation to anti-doping

while playing Club Rugby in Australia and articles in the media had little, or

no impact on him becoming aware of the dangers of anti-doping.

58. Further, we accept the Player thought Mesomorph had a similar stimulant

effect to "NODoz" and because he was unaware Mesomorph contained a

prohibited substance, concluded he was justified in using it. Further, the

Player was with MrRaper when he conducted his searches. By default
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Mr Raper was the only health professional attached to the team supposedly

with experience in anti-doping matters. Thus, it is understandable the Player

had an honest but incorrect belief there would not be any anti-doping issues
if he continued using Mesomorph.

59. Ultimately, having regard to all the aforementioned factors including the
mitigating factors, we have concluded the Player's degree of fault was not as

serious as those cases where higher level sanctions have been imposed.

60. In determining the appropriate sanction we also consider it appropriate to
take into account a further factor. Counselforthe IRB correctly noted MHA

is a specified stimulant only prohibited "in competition". It may be used "out

of competition" during training, provided of course its stimulant effect has

subsided by the time of the competition matches. Thus, MHA can be

regarded as being among the less serious category of prohibited substances

and this is reflected in the sanctioning regime in that there is a flexible

sanction for MHA compared to the sanctions for other non specified
prohibited substances.

6 I . As mentioned each case is fact specific, but we consider the case of

Duckworth has a strong parallel with this case. Mr Duckworth was a Rugby
League player, aged 21. He had previously suffered serious injuries in a car

accident and led a physically demanding life as a manual labourer working
long hours and attending the gym prior to work early in the morning. He
openly took a supplement Jack 3d (which contained the banned substance

MHA) for the purpose of "helping to feel awake and his focus". On a

successful appeal his sanction was reduced to a period of six months

in eligibility.

62. Taking into account allthe foregoing matters (including the sanction imposed
in the Duckworth case , as indicated in our decision dated 27''

we concluded the period of suspension should be for a period of six months

commencing on 17'' April 2012 (being the date the Player's provisional
suspension commenced) and concluding (but inclusive of) 17'' October
2012).

Costs
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63. If the Board wishes us to exercise our discretion in relation to costs pursuant

to Regulation 2/2/'10, written submissions should be provided to the BJC

via Mr Ricketts by 17:00 Dublin time on 24'' August 2012, with any
responding written submissions from the Player to be provided by no later
than 17:00 Dublin time on 6'' September 2012.

Review

64. This decision is final subject to referral to a Post Hearing Review Bod

(Clause 24.1 TADP) and an appeal to the Court of Arbitration for Sport
(Clause 27 TADP). In this regard attention is also directed to Clause 24.2

which sets out the process for referral to a Post Hearing Review Body,
including the time limit within which the process must be initiated.

^

T M Gresson
Chairman

10 August 2012
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Methylhexaneamine (MHA)
Whatis M"A?
MHA is a stimulant originally derived from the
geranium plant but is now mostly synthetically
produced. It was first developed as a nasal
decongestantin the 1940s but can now be found in
dietary or nutritional supplements under many
different names other than MHA.

Someproductswhichopenlycontain, orhavebeen .4, .
identified incertaincountriestocontain, MHAorits ,:;-" ;
variantsinclude, HemoRage, Jack3d, Crack. UsN ';;:., ,.
AnabolicNitro, ErgoleanAmp2. DynaPep, CoreZap '
and co Extreme, Nutrimax Burner, NitroX, IBE X-Force,
Fusion Gelanamine, Clearshot, Black Cats,
MuseesPee- " I Iementswhichcontain, orhavebeen
'dentified in certain countries to contain. MHA or its variants.

00

,~~~"~-.~~~~~,~

' I d List in 2010. As of I January 2011, it is classed as a
" d St' Iant Tohibited in-competition only. MHAhas caused a number 0 00 "

in in by land other sports)recently for both amateur and professiona ayers.
WhatarelheeflectsofMHA? dsjjhtjstronge1

than caffeine. MHAismarketedasaprework-OUSUPP . din nits
specific mechanism of action, a surp 10n,

AnecdotalevidencesuggeststjeeqCSO hadj, creasedanXiety,
nervousness and sweating

\.
^

61;

,

.~.

xanamine; DMAA (dimethylamylamine); GBranamine; Forthane;

" ;1.3-ditherhylamylamine;4-Methylhexan-2-amine;1.3-dimethylpenty ' ; -
exlract; geranium, geranium o1/01 geranium Too e ac .

' ' I dimredientlistsonproductsare"oteomplete. Players
th t looncts marketed under the same brandin at eren

1sthesanctionforapusitivetestforMHA. hich

b reduced inhe playercariestallishhowMHAenere I

enhance sports perlormance or maskt e use o a

strictLiabilitV 11cofstrictliability, theyalesolelyresponsibieior

" " I I, ,,, IP, ,,,,, dor, ,,,,,,, d, dbyt, ,,,,,,,,,

and are advised to exercise extreme caution.

MHAhasmanydifferentvariants/nameswhichPlayerSSO tjjtedto
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